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ABSTRACT
The Clean Sweep team designed and deployed the Sweepy McMurderbot battle robot
built on the iRobot Roomba 600 Create 2 Open Interface platform. This platform
provided two drive wheels and one front caster wheel along with an integrated power
source and motion-control electronics with a serial interface. The mobile platform was
enhanced with a rotating flail type weapon, a top side shield, and wireless Joystick
control capability. Solidworks was the common engineering environment the team
selected for modeling and as a virtual integration platform. Three Arduino Uno’s were
utilized. One controlled the stepper motor that powered the flail weapon, LEDs, and the
audio. One controlled the Roomba and sent commands over serial to the Roomba and the
weapon controller. The last one interfaced to a Joystick and allowed the operator full
control over the robot and commands via WiFi to the Roomba controller. All software
subroutines were written using C/C++ language via the Arduino IDE This design project
was completed within a 16-week period with a project cost of $1,000.00. The end goal of
this project was to demonstrate fundamental engineering design capabilities and
understanding, as well as designing and deploying a winning battle bot that will crush the
competition – or at least smash them to bits.
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ROOMBA BASED BATTLE BOT
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INTRODUCTION

Robots are eventually going to take over and destroy mankind. We are just doing our part
to make sure our deaths are as quick and painless as possible by providing upgrade paths
for household robotic vacuums. This report describes how Team Clean Sweep converted
the iRobot create 2 Roomba into the armored, flail-wielding monster depicted in Figure
1.

Figure 1: Flail-Wielding Roomba

Following the functional block diagram displayed in Figure 2, the household vacuum was
transformed into a deadly battle bot. The mechanical adaptations provided a flail weapon
1

for attacking, armor for protection, and a method for securing the added electrical
components. The electrical modifications supplied remote control capability of the robots
movement, as well as its weapon functionality. The software developed brought the
movement and weapon systems to life by providing a communications framework that
gave meaning to the press of a button. The Roomba Battle bot was developed over a 16week schedule. The schedule is available in Appendix B. The project had a $1,000 total
budget. Of this budget USI supplied $750 and the students came up with the remaining
$250. Much of the student’s contributions came from scrap value for recycled materials
scrounged by the team. The bill of materials is available in Appendix C.

Figure 2: Battle Bot Block Diagram
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BATTLE BOT BACKGROUND

Battle bots have been a mainstay of American technological culture for decades. Two
bots enter, one bot leaves. This project embraces this culture and extends it to household
robotic systems.

2.1

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The battleground is comprised of a 16 x 24 wood stage that is elevated about 3 feet above
the audience floor.

2.2

COMPETITION RULES

Below is a summary of competition rules scoring that directly influenced the robot design
and the strategy used. These rules are also available in Appendix A.
2.2.1





2.2.2


Design Requirements
The robot must be built on the iRobot Roomba sweeping robots platform.
A budget of $750 plus a donation budget of $250 is allowed for the completion of
the robot.
No untethered projectiles, chemical warfare, or fire is allowed.
All communications must be FCC compliant.
The robot does not violate any federal or local laws and regulations.
Procedure Rules
A single team member must place the robot inside the starting area. No portion of
the robot may extend past the bounds of the starting area before the time starts.



When indicated by the judges, one individual from the team will activate the robot
by pushing the start button or switch. Once the switch has been pushed, there can
be no interaction between the robot and any human or machine external to the
course until the deathmatch has been terminated.



Each challenge run will last 10 minutes.



Teams can call time, but not while engaged in battle.



The judges reserve the right to revise the competition rules between rounds if
necessary.
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The judges reserve the right to disqualify any team for unsportsmanlike or
unethical behavior.


2.2.3

The judges’ decision is final.
Scoring

Pre-Battle Scoring:


E-Stop functional: +20 points with competition not allowed until functional.



Judging by independent, unbiased observers:





Aesthetics/build quality of robot: +0-20 points



“Coolness” of design: +0-20 points



Autonomous elements of design: +0-20 points (By demonstration)

Speed Challenge: the robot should traverse a 16-foot distance under a minute: +20
points



Maneuverability Challenge: the robot should traverse a slalom course of obstacles
and back again in under 5 minutes: +20 points. (You may not touch the opposing
robot during this round.)

Round scoring:


Each successful “attack” that is landed on the opposing robot is awarded 2 points.
The “attack” strategies for your robot must be defined during the presentation.



If one robot fails to move/respond in 30 seconds, the round is concluded, and the
other team is awarded 25 points. The 5-minute intermission begins immediately.
If that robot cannot be made to respond at the end of the intermission, the
subsequent round is forfeited, and 25 points are awarded to the other team. If that
were Round 2, the team would have another 5 minutes to repair the robot for
Round 3.



If the robot falls off the platform, a Time Out can be called without penalty and
the robot is to be placed back on the platform at the end of the timeout. If no Time
Outs are remaining and/or if the team replaces the robot quickly without making
any adjustments to the robot, a 5-point penalty is given to that robot.
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Deductions of 50 points will be given for each projectile that enters the audience.
Injuring an audience member will result in forfeiture of the battle.


2.2.4


Injuring or killing a faculty member may result in failing the course.
Format
Three, 10-minute rounds are played separated by 5-minute intermissions. Robots
can be repaired/adjusted/refueled during the intermissions. Team members may
not touch the robots or enter the platform during the rounds.



Each team has three 2-minute Time Outs for the entire 3 round battle. Time Outs
can be called at any time that the robots are not engaged with each other. During
the 2-minute Time Out, both teams can repair/adjust their robots. The robots must
be returned to the platform in time to restart the round.



If the robot falls off the platform, a Time Out can be called without penalty and
the robot will be placed back on the platform at the end of the timeout. If no Time
Outs are remaining and/or if the team replaces the robot quickly without making
any adjustments to the robot, a 5-point penalty is given to that robot.

2.3

STRATEGY

Team Clean Sweep’s strategy was to shield Sweepy McMurderbot’s internal components
from kinetic attack while implementing its own kinetic weapon. The external shield of
the battle bot was created by repurposing a cooking wok that was no longer able to be
used for food preparation. The main kinetic attack was constructed from two medieval
chain flail balls attached to springs mounted on a rotating cage. The cage, drive motor,
and controller are all made of salvaged materials. This weapon was designed to rotate
around the outside of the robot and smash into the opponent or anything in proximity.
The cage that holds the weapon also serves as a kinetic shield to block and divert attacks
from the enemy robot. An alternative kinetic attack is to use the momentum of the system
to smash into the opponent to cause exterior damage or to push them out of bounds. Since
the robot created with the iRobot Create 2 platform drives slowly, the overall team
strategy was to build a battle bot capable of withstanding multiple attacks while
delivering its devastating blows.
5
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ROBOT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

3.1

SENSOR CONSIDERATIONS

This section discusses the sensors that came equipped on the iRobot Create 2 platform
and the methodology used to determine their value and risk to the overall design.
3.1.1

Infrared (IR) Sensor

The iRobot Create 2 platform came equipped with an IR sensor mounted to the top side
of the front bumper. Under normal operations, this IR sensor can receive commands from
an IR transmitter which could potentially halt the robot and cause it to back up or allow
an alternate means of controlling its movements. To avoid the potential risk of another
team exploiting this weakness, the IR sensor was deactivated and removed from the
design.
Initially team Clean Sweep sought to use the IR functionality as another weapon,
however after extensive testing, it was learned that the IR sensor is ignored when the
robot is under serial control and in Full-Mode. Given this, it was decided not to integrate
the IR Roomba functionality into the final robot since we would only be able to control
regular Roomba vacuums in Passive mode.
3.1.2

Proximity and Touch Sensors

The iRobot Create 2 platform came equipped with multiple proximity and touch sensors
mounted around the interior of the front bumper. Under normal operations, these sensors
can receive commands which could potentially halt the robot and cause it to back up or
change direction. To avoid the potential risk of another team exploiting this weakness,
the proximity and touch sensors were deactivated and removed from the design. This is
done by putting the Roomba directly into Full mode when it is activated.
3.1.3

Movement Sensor

The iRobot Create 2 platform came equipped with a movement sensor mounted on the
bottom side of the robot at the front end of the chassis. This sensor is comprised of a
rollerball and a photoelectric detector that indicated motion by observing the rollerball as
it transitioned from white to black. Using this sensor, the robot could tell if it had become
6

stuck and was no longer moving forward. While under manual control, this sensor would
be of very little benefit to the battle bot. To accommodate the requirement for an
autonomous movement capability, this sensor was allowed to remain on the platform and
was integrated into the design. However, after some changes to the rules about
autonomous mode and the obstacle navigation portion, it was determined that these
sensors would not be needed after all.
3.1.4

Sensor Selection

After careful consideration, the decision was made to not use any existing sensors while
operating. It is configured as a receive instruction only device. This means that the
operator must determine if anything needs to be restarted, avoided, or bashed into.

3.2

MOBILITY CONSIDERATIONS

This section discusses the different drive train components that came equipped on the
iRobot Create 2 platform and the methodology used to determine their value to the
overall design.
3.2.1

Drive System Selection

The drive system selected for this design was the Roomba 600 series wheel and drive
motor modules which were purchased as part of the iRobot Create 2 platform.
Consideration was given to redesigning the drive system to increase robot speed but was
not implemented. This decision was made due to the limited drivetrain space provided by
the chassis and the overall budget constraints. Additionally, the stock drive train
components that the iRobot Create 2 platform came with can move up to 50 pounds with
no significant reduction in performance. Given this performance, it was decided to utilize
the stock drive system.
3.2.2

Chassis Selection

The chassis selected for this design was the Roomba 600 series frame which was
purchased as part of the iRobot Create 2 platform. This chassis and platform were
selected due to the limited project budget. The iRobot Create 2 platform provided an
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inexpensive chassis solution that was extracted from refurbished Roomba 600 series
vacuum robots.
3.2.3

Motion Motor Controller

The drivetrain motor controller used in this design was the embedded Roomba 600 series
control board which was purchased as part of the iRobot Create 2 platform. This decision
was made to reduce the total design and implementation time, as well as to avoid the
added component cost.
3.2.4

Wheel Selection

The wheels selected for this design were the Roomba 600 series wheel and drive motor
modules which were purchased as part of the iRobot Create 2 platform. These wheels, as
previously discussed in the drive system section, a redesigned was considered, but not
performed due to budget and time constraints.

3.3

CUSTOM PARTS

This section discusses the custom parts and weapons that were designed and added to the
iRobot Create 2 platform.
3.3.1

Flail Weapon

The flail weapon is a stepper motor-driven circular cage that has two spiked balls
designed to spin around and smash into the opponent. The salvaged stepping motor was
manufactured by Minebra Co. Ltd. This Astrosyn miniangle stepper type 34PM-C102-15
moves 1.8 degrees per step, is 3 volts per phase, and consumes 4 Amps per phase is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: 34PM-C102-15 Stepping Motor

The critical takeaway from the data plate is that each phase can handle 4 amps because
they provide 0.74 Ohms of resistance. This is a six-wire motor and was configured as a
two-phase connected motor. In this case, Red and Black are Phase A; Green and White
are phase B as shown in Figure 4. Because we did not have manufacturer data on the
motor, the wiring was determined by ohming-out the wires and then connecting them up
to a bench driver circuit. Ramp up and direction were tested out to ensure the motor
responded properly and would not overheat.
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Figure 4: Six Wire Unipolar Stepper Motor [1]

The Arduino Uno provides clock step pulses to determine the rotation speed and
direction. A salvaged G201 chopper-style stepper motor driver, seen at the top of Figure
5, converts the step and direction controls into signals to generate the micro-step pulses to
drive the two stepper motor coils.

Figure 5: G201 Chopper-Style Stepper Motor Driver
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This controller is rated at 7 amps output, +24 to 80 Volts Direct Current (VDC) input,
and is manufactured by GeckoDrive. The most important aspect of driving a stepper
motor is not to exceed its current rating. This controller is configured with resistor values
shown in Table 1 to generate 4 amps per coil. The drive is operated at 40 volts to rapidly
raise the current in the inductive windings to reach magnetic saturation more quickly and
improve the speed characteristics of the motor.
Table 1: G201 Resistors to Set Output Current
1A

2A

3A

4A

5A

6A

7A

8.2K Ω

18K Ω

36K Ω

62K Ω

120K Ω

270K Ω

OPEN

The weapon battery is a 40-Volt 3-Amp-hour lithium-ion designed for Black and Decker
40v Max cordless power tools. The 40-volt battery is connected through a fuse, then the
safety cutoff switch, and finally tied to the G201 motor controller. A power tap is tied to
the input side of the safety cutoff switch and is routed to a separate on/off switch to the
onboard Arduino Uno’s. With this wiring approach, the weapon could be disabled while
repairs, testing, and development was happening to the control electronics.
This fusion of mechanical design and control electronics allows the operator to swing the
700-gram spiked flail balls (as shown in Figure 6) in either direction with a spin-up to top
speed of roughly 5 seconds.
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Figure 6: Spiked Flail Ball

The cast chain attachment point was deemed too weak to be used as the only anchor. A
5/16” hole was drilled through each ball and an eye bolt was secured as is shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7: Flail Balls with Eyebolts Installed
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The flail balls were connected to utility springs that were connected to the circular frame
as shown in Figure 8. In addition, an aircraft cable safety lanyard was run down the
middle of the spring and anchored the flail ball to the clamping hardware attached to the
rotation frame. The spring was used to act as a shock absorber when impacting a target –
reducing the peak force seen by weapon motor and robot.

Figure 8: Flail Ball on Spring with Safety Cable

The flail balls were attached to a welded frame that was constructed to ISO 15607:2003
[3] and welded to meet or exceed AWS D1.2 [11]. This aluminum frame shown in
Figure 9 was made with scrap material. The rolled band at the bottom is supported with
¾” square bar stock that has support gussets and a circular cylinder to which the stepper
motor connects. The ¾” vertical bars allow the flail ball clamps to slide up and down by
loosening the ¼-20 U-bolt nuts and sliding the assembly to a new location and then
tightening it again. This allows the weapon's impact height to be tuned to an optimal
location.
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Figure 9: Aluminum Welded Weapon Frame

An Arduino Uno with WiFi was used to control the Roomba’s through its Mini-DIN
serial port. The WiFi Uno also activated a separate Uno that was dedicated to weapon
motor control. The weapon motor Uno was used to supply a pulse chain. The Arduino
Uno used over a serial connection to the Roomba control board transformed the low
power controlling signals into a voltage and current capable of driving and commanding
the robot through iRobot’s Opcodes. This was done to reduce the tasking on the Roomba
Uno controller as well as ensure that the pulsing occurred precisely and was not delayed
by other tasks.
All circuit boards were inspected to ANSI/IPC-A-600J [4] & IPC-6012E [5] to ensure
they did not have any obvious defects that would interfere with their performance.
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3.3.2

Exterior Shield

The nonstick coating on the steel wok (shown in Figure 10) had failed, and it had begun
to rust. Since it was no longer used for food preparation it was upcycled into an armored
housing to protect the plastic Roomba body and provide a mount point for the emergency
stop button and speakers.

Figure 10: Wok Armor Shell

3.3.3

Drive Enhancements

The Roomba tended to rock when starting up because of the tricycle configuration it uses
with two drive wheels and one coasting ball. To improve stability, a Teflon glider
(shown in Figure 11) was added to the bottom of the Roomba. It is mounted with screws
that thread into helicoils that are mounted in the Teflon. Teflon is relatively soft and this
arrangement allows for a more aggressive thread over more surface area inside the Teflon
to carry the mounting force. The aluminum plate was added to the bottom of the Roomba
as a protective shield over the control electronics in case our opponent has an attack that
manages to reach under the robot.
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Figure 11: Teflon Glider Added to Bottom of Roomba

3.3.4

Optical Weapon

The Roomba is designed with an IR receiver that can be used to drive the robot or keep it
away from specific spaces. When we received the Create 2 robots it was unknown if the
platform would respond to IR commands while under serial control. To test this out, an
IR virtual wall and an IR motion transmitter were both used while the Roomba was in
various modes. They both worked while it was in autonomous (Passive) mode – however,
when under serial control (Safe / Full) the IR receiver was ignored. Since it is assumed
that the opposite team will be controlling their robot through serial mode (whether in Full
or Safe) this would not be an effective weapon so further integration efforts were not
developed.
3.3.5

Lights and Sound

The Roomba was upgraded with dazzling lights and sound. Figure 12 shows the light
emitting diodes (LED) located on the top of the stepper motor that provides WiFi
connection status by changing colors as the link is established. The circular appendages
on either side of the motor are speakers for playing terrifying, soul crushing music – or as
cool features to score style points.
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Figure 12: Lights and Speakers

3.3.6

Electrical Layout

A circuit board mounting plate was 3D printed out of polylactic acid (PLA) and mounted
in the space inside the Roomba that used to house the vacuum. Shown in Figure 13 are
the power switch (1) that feed the DC-to-DC step down voltage regulator (2). This drops
the power from 40 VDC to 10 VDC. At (3) is the M386 mono audio amplifier module
and then the Arduino UNO R3 that drives the weapon motor. Overall wireless
communication and robot control is handled by the Arduino UNO WiFi Rev 2 (5). To
help wake up the Roomba, the button that is located on top was wired to a relay (6) that is
under the control UNO’s command. A micro-SD adapter (7) is wired in to store the
music.
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Figure 13: Electronics Inside the Vacuum Area of the Roomba

The stock Roomba electronics, shown in Figure 14, were used to control the drive motors
over a serial connection through the Mini-DIN connector (1). The wakeup button on the
top of the circuit board was blocked by the weapon motor mounting plate. To ensure
consistent power on state remote wires were added to connect it to the relay (2). This
was needed because the weapon motor mounting plate sits on top of this circuit board,
making it impossible to manually push the button.
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1

2

Figure 14: Roomba Circuit Board with Mini-DIN Connector (1) and Wakeup Button
Wires (2)

3.4

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL DOCUMENTATION

All systems were documented following ASME Y14.100[6]. These drawings and a
drawing list can be found in Appendix D. The electrical layout is also available in
Appendix D as part of the documentation package. 3D CAD files were modeled with 2D
drawings generated to document each hardware component that the team designed or 3D
printed. If the drawing was a vendor item, then an image was used to document the item.
All drawings were generated on a custom built USI drawing template. The drawings are
controlled by the date listed on the drawing, and any drawing update would roll the date
to the time or the update. Each component is tracked from the top assembly drawing
down to the individual component drawing by the Application Block listed in the Title
Block.
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3.5

POWER AND WIRING CONSIDERATIONS

The Roomba motion is powered with its internal 14.4V 3 AH nickel-metal hydride
battery. The weapon and added control electronics are powered from an external 40V 3
AH Lithium-Ion battery. Concerning all wiring, all soldered connections were performed
to IPC J-STD-001H [7]. Any necessary rework of the electrical systems was performed to
IPC 7711/7721C [8]. The wiring harnesses within the robot conformed to IPC/WHMAA-620D [9].
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4
4.1

PROGRAMMING
MICROCONTROLLER

There are three Arduino Uno microcontroller boards used in this project - two Uno "WIFI
Rev2" boards and one Uno "Rev 3" board. These were selected because there were
several readily available to the team with no ordering delay. The Uno was reasonably
compact, easy to power and the existing libraries supported serial communications and
WiFi.

4.2

CODE STRUCTURE

The code and general structure is available in Appendix E. It is separated into multiple
source files and header files for easy readability and portability. It also allows team
members to write code for different functionality independently, and then combine the
code later. Source files contain variables and functions dedicated to a specific task or
sensor. Header files contain macro definitions and function prototypes for the associated
source file. Source code within each source file is organized into multiple functions with
each function usually dedicated to a specific task. This makes the code more modular,
which improves its readability and makes it easier to comprehend. It also allows for the
reuse of code if the same action is performed multiple times. It was also important to use
good programming practices since multiple team members would be reading and editing
the code. Good programming practices include using descriptive variable and function
names, proper indentation and adequate white space, code commenting, revision tracking,
and proper use of upper and lowercase.

4.3

HMI INTEGRATION

All Human Machine Interface (HMI) control is performed through a Joystick shield
which mates directly into one of the Arduino Uno WiFi boards. The WiFi complies with
Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications
[10]. The digital readouts from the buttons, as well as the analog values of the Joystick,
are collected and processed. The sketch uploaded onto the Arduino transmits when a
button has been pressed or when the Joystick is moved outside of the "idle zone." This
21

transmission occurs over a private server through our private and encrypted router. The
Arduino Uno WiFi microcontroller onboard Sweepy McMurderbot, and the Uno WiFi
connected to the Joystick shield, shown in Figure 15, both connect to the AC1200 router.
A server program is run on the Roomba Uno and the Joystick Uno connects as a client.
The Joystick is the only human interface for operations. Once a button is pressed or an
analog Joystick value is received by the Roomba’s onboard Uno WIFI, commands are
processed and handled accordingly.

Figure 15: Joystick Shield Connected to UNO and a Rechargeable Battery Pack

4.4

SYSTEM EVALUATION

It is important to note that the Arduino IDE does not support real-time debugging. To
monitor values while testing, the program had to be modified to print serial messages
containing the desired values to the USB serial port on the Arduino. A computer could
then be connected to the USB port on the Arduino and used to read these messages via
the Serial Monitor tool within the Arduino IDE. This process was inefficient and caused
delays in code execution that affected the ongoing processes. However, no other option
was available at the time and coding was able to be completed despite IDE and
microcontroller limitations.
22

5
5.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSION

The Clean Sweep team delivered Sweepy McMurderbot battle robot by incorporating the
iRobot Roomba 600 Create 2 Open Interface platform. This platform provided two drive
wheels and one front caster wheel along with an integrated power source and motioncontrol electronics with a serial interface. The mobile platform was enhanced with a
rotating flail type weapon, a top side shield, and wireless Joystick control capability.
Three Arduino Uno’s were utilized. One controlled the stepper motor that powered the
flail weapon, LEDs, and the audio. One controlled the Roomba and sent commands over
serial to the Roomba and the weapon controller. The last one interfaced to a Joystick and
allowed the operator full control over the robot and commands via WiFi to the Roomba
controller. All software subroutines were written using C/C++ language via the Arduino
IDE. The team efficiently sourced, tested and evaluated design approaches to meet all
design requirements over the 16 week schedule. The design concepts that were
determined to be high risk or unobtainable within cost and schedule were discarded and
alternate solutions were explored. This enabled the rapid development and construction
of a fully functional battle bot inside of the budget and available time. The team added
adaptations provided a flail weapon for attacking, armor for protection, remote control
capability of the robot’s movement, wireless start/stop of the weapon, status indicating
lights and inspiring sound. This project demonstrated fundamental engineering design
capabilities and understanding, as well as designing and deploying a winning battle bot
that will crush the competition – or at least smash them to bits.

5.2

FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

Having successfully built a fully functional battle bot, a few recommendations for any
future efforts include: SEGGER J-Link visual debugging tools, Single microcontroller
with more processing power, purpose purchased high torque gear motor, different drive
system, a longer schedule and an increased budget. These allowances would provide time
and resources to design and build the robot drive platform from scratch. A board that
supported better debugging tools would have made the software development more
23

efficient. A single more powerful microcontroller would have also simplified
development and debugging. While the used weapon motor met budget, it failed to
provide the optimal torque at lower RPMs. This forced the team to test out
various configurations and operate at a speed lower than desired. A better motor would
decrease the torque limitation imposed on the weapon motor when the robot moves.
Another possibility that would fix this issue would be to redesign the drive system to
utilize translational drift as the control algorithm – making the entire robot spin at a high
speed and the flail weapon would be along for the ride. A larger budget would have
allowed us to utilize new motors instead of recycled ones. Lastly, access to better
computing resources would have decreased design and integration times. The ability to
model the entire system in a single file would have enabled tighter integration between
multiple designers while facilitating virtual testing.
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APPENDIX A: BATTLE BOT RULES
ENGR 491 BattleBot Point breakdown
Dr. B. Field
Design points:






E-Stop functional: +20 points with competition not allowed until functional.
Judging by independent, unbiased observers:
o Aesthetics/build quality of robot: +0-20 points
o “Coolness” of design: +0-20 points
o Autonomous elements of design: +0-20 points (By demonstration)
Speed challenge: robot should traverse a 16-foot distance under a minute: +20
points
Maneuverability challenge: robot should traverse a slalom course of obstacles and
back again in under 5 minutes: +20 points. (You may not touch the opposing
robot during this round.)

Round scoring:











Three, 10-minute rounds are played separated by 5-minute intermissions. Robots
can be repaired/adjusted/refueled during the intermissions. Team members may
not touch the robots or enter the platform during the rounds.
Each team has three 2-minute Time Outs for the whole battle (3 rounds) Time
Outs can be called at any time that the robots are not engaged with each other.
During the 2-minute Time Out, both teams can repair/adjust their robots. The
robots must be returned to the platform in time to restart the round.
If the robot falls off the platform, a Time Out can be called without penalty and
the robot is replaced on the platform at the end of the timeout. If no Time Outs
are remaining and/or if the team replaces the robot quickly without making any
adjustments to the robot, a 5-point penalty is given to that robot.
Each successful “attack” that is landed on the opposing robot is awarded 2 points.
The “attack” strategies for your robot must be defined during the presentation.
If one robot fails to move/respond in 30 seconds, the round is concluded, and the
other team is awarded 25 points. The 5-minute intermission begins immediately.
If that robot cannot be made to respond at the end of the intermission, the
subsequent round is forfeited, and the 25 points are awarded to the other team. If
that were Round 2, the team could then have another 5 minutes to repair the robot
for Round 3.
Deductions of 50 points will be given for each projectile that enters the audience.
Injuring an audience member will result in forfeiture of the battle. Injuring or
killing a faculty member may result in failing the course.
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May not violate FCC transmission rules. No deliberate jamming of other teams
control signals.
Robot prebattle obstacle course:
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APPENDIX B: PROJECT SCHEDULE
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APPENDIX C: BILL OF MATERIALS
Item
USI Purchased
iRobot Create® 2 Programmable Robot
Sparkole 5.3Ah Li-ion iRobot 14.8 V
Battery
Arduino UNO WiFi REV2
Arduino UNO REV3

Part #
RC65099
RO14-LI53-BSP
ABX00021
A000073

2

2 Pack 40V, 3 Ah Replacement Battery
Mxuteuk 1 NC 1 NO 22mm Red Mushroom
Emergency Stop Push Button
Joystick Shield
WiFi Router

Quantity Cost

Total

$199.99 $399.98

2

$42.99

$85.98

2
1

$44.85
$22.79

$89.70
$22.79

B08M9S6X4B

1

$66.99

$66.99

B07V3B33WH

1

$11.88

$11.88

B09BK5WB1Z
R61201D0NAS

1

$7.14

$7.14

1

$56.60

$56.60

USI Total $741.06
Sourced By Students
62K, 1/4W resistor
Geckodrive 10 microstep drive
Powilling 36V/40V Max Fast Charger
Three Ball Flail

1
1
1
1

$0.01
$49.99
$27.99
$28.00

$0.01
$49.99
$27.99
$28.00

1

$16.00

$16.00

10.0
0.1
0.5
1.0

$0.15
$0.15
$0.15
$0.11

$1.50
$0.02
$0.08
$0.11

N/A

18

$0.04

$0.76

N/A
B07VCLTSFV

18
1

$0.09
$19.00

$1.62
$19.00

N/A

8

$0.13

$1.07

16AWG, 2 pin, 2 color Red and Black
Hookup Wire

B07SG23DT1

6

$0.19

$1.14

10 Amp Blade Fuse and 14AWG ATC/ATO
Inline Fuse Holder

50029R

1

$1.30

$1.30

DC-DC Step Down variable voltage
regulator, input 3.2V-40V, output 1.25V35V

LM2596 HW
411

1

$3.00

$3.00

Astrosyn Miniangle Stepper Motor
Aluminum Rotational Frame
Aluminum Cover Plate
Aluminum Motor Mount Plate
Steel, Teflon Coated Wok
#4-40 UNC SS Phillips Pan Head Screw,
1/2"
#4-40 UNC SS Nut
Black & Decker 40V Battery Adapter
6-32 female Brass knurled inserts for
plastic

N/A
G201
LCS36 TYPE2
ME-0042
34PM-C10215
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Item
1/4-20 x 3/4" x 2-1/2" U Bolts
1/4" Split Lock Washers, zinc plated
Eye Bolt 5/16x2"
5/16-18 Bolt, 2" long, zinc plated
5/16 Washer, zinc plated
5/16 Split Lock Washer
5/16-18 Nylon Insert Lock Nut
1/2 SAE Washer, zinc plated
13/16x4-1/2x0.091 utility springs
Black Zip Tie, 4 in
PLA Filament, Grey, 1.75mm, 1KG Spool
Kapton Tape, 4" wide, 2.5 mil thick, per ft
Dow Corning 340 silicone heat sink
compound, per gram
Teflon Strip
Aircraft Cable Lanyard
RGB 16 LED Ring Light
DC 5V Relay Module 1-Channel Relay
Switch with Optocoupler Isolation
LM386 Mono Audio Amplifier Module
4 Ohm, 3W Speaker, 2 ea
Micro SD Card Adapter
I Pole Rocker Switch
4 AA Battery Pack, 2 ea
Breadboard Jumper Wires
Heat Shrink
63% Tin/37% Lead Rosin Core Solder
Hot Glue
Braided Sleeving
#8 Washer
Misc. hardware
6-32 Screws, Philips head, 1/2" long
#6 Washer
#8-32 Helicoil
1/4-20 Helicoil
447 Ohm 1/4W Resistor (For LED RING)
220 Ohm 1/4W Resistor (For LED)
Multi Color LED Kit

Part #
N222-257
490695
3932751
63319
63307
63409
63404
63309
C-257
TR88401
S-23598
340
N/A
N/A
B08LMZZK2Z
VA-0166
3-01-0073
B0946SNBXD
B07S3F4BLN
KCD1-101
5582712784
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
B07PG84V17
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Quantity Cost
Total
6
$1.08
$6.48
8
$0.05
$0.43
2
$1.19
$2.38
2
$0.29
$0.58
4
$0.14
$0.56
2
$0.20
$0.40
4
$0.16
$0.64
4
$0.22
$0.88
1
$7.91
$7.91
30
$0.05
$1.65
0.5
$16.99
$8.50
1.4
$1.25
$1.75
1

$0.24

$0.24

0.1
2
1

$3.16
$1.00
$13.99

$0.32
$2.00
$13.99

1

$1.40

$1.40

1
$1.50
$1.50
1
$8.99
$8.99
1
$5.59
$5.59
2
$0.70
$1.40
1
$5.99
$5.99
1
$1.00
$1.00
1
$1.00
$1.00
1
$0.05
$0.05
1
$1.00
$1.00
1
$0.50
$0.50
4
$0.04
$0.18
AR
$20.00 $11.00
4
$0.01
$0.04
4
$0.04
$0.15
4
$0.36
$1.45
6
$0.41
$2.48
1
$0.03
$0.03
1
$0.03
$0.03
1
$5.29
$5.29
Student Total: $249.34

Item

Part #

Quantity Cost

Total

Project Total: $990.40
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APPENDIX D: DRAWINGS FOR PARTS
Sweepy McMurderbot Drawing List
Drawings Number

Nomenclature

Revision

Date

ENGR491-1

Ring

R0

12-Oct-21

ENGR491-2

Long Horizontal Support

R0

12-Oct-21

ENGR491-3

Short Horizontal Support

R0

12-Oct-21

ENGR491-4

Vertical Support

R0

12-Oct-21

ENGR491-5

Long Angle Support

R0

12-Oct-21

ENGR491-6

Short Angle Support

R0

12-Oct-21

ENGR491-7

Motor Attachment

R0

12-Oct-21

ENGR491-8

Frame Assembly

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-9

Modified Wok

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-10

Battery Bracket

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-11

Speaker

R0

21-Oct-21

ENGR491-12

Estop

R0

21-Oct-21

ENGR491-13

Battery Cover

R0

21-Oct-21

ENGR491-14

Battery

R0

21-Oct-21

ENGR491-15

Wok Assembly

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-16

U-Bolt

R0

22-Oct-21

ENGR491-17

Notched U-Bolt Plate

R0

22-Oct-21

ENGR491-18

U-Bolt Plate

R0

22-Oct-21

ENGR491-19

Hook End Extension Spring

R0

22-Oct-21

ENGR491-20

Flail Ball

R0

22-Oct-21

ENGR491-21

Eye Bolt

R0

22-Oct-21
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ENGR491-22

Flail Assembly

R0

22-Oct-21

ENGR491-23

Steel Cable

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-24

Sweepy McMurderbot Schematic

R0

22-Oct-21

ENGR491-25

Weapon Assembly

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-26

Bottom Plate

R0

11-Nov-21

ENGR491-27

Top Plate

R0

25-Oct-21

ENGR491-28

Top Plate Assembly

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-29

Stepper Motor

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-30

Battery Clip

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-31

WiFi Router

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-32

Stepper Motor Driver

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-33

Helicoil (#8-32UNC)

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-34 -1 & -2

Helicoil (.250-20UNC)

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-35

Kapton Tape

R0

25-Oct-21

ENGR491-36

Rocker Switch

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-37

Fuse Holder

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-38

Buck Converter

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-39

Memory Shield

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-40

Gamepad Joystick Shield

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-41

Resistor

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-42

Multi-Colored LED

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-43

LED Ring

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-44

Micro SD Class 10 Card

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-45

Audio Amplifier Module

R0

7-Nov-21
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ENGR491-46

Relay Switch Module

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-47

Arduino Uno Rev3

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-48

Arduino Uno WIFI Rev2

R0

7-Nov-21

ENGR491-49

Irobot Roomba Create 2

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-50

Electrical Board

R0

1-Nov-21

ENGR491-51

Electrical Board Assembly

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-54

Controller Assembly

R0

15-Nov-21

ENGR491-55

Motor Assembly

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-56

Teflon Rod

R0

11-Nov-21

ENGR491-57

Bottom Plate Assembly

R0

11-Nov-21

ENGR491-58

Speaker Cover

R0

8-Nov-21

ENGR491-60

Sweepy McMurderbot

R0

11-Nov-21

ENGR491-61

Clamp

R0

11-Nov-21

ENGR491-62

Battery Pack

R0

15-Nov-21
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36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

APPENDIX E: COMPLETE LISTING OF CODE

Start

Joystick

Roomba
Controller

Connect to
WiFi

Connect to
WiFi

Connect to
Controller

Connect to
Joystick

108

Weapon
Controller

Joystick

Send
Comma
Roomba
Controller

Process
Comman
d

Weapon
Controller

109

Process
Comman
d
Y
e

Com
man
d to

N
o

Sweepy_Control.ino

/*
This code contains elements of Chat Server
by Tom Igoe

This code contains elements of Roomba Control via BT/Android
by Marcelo Jose Rovai

Written by Tim Gomez and Tanner Bailey

This program receives commands from a client Joystick and sends the commands to Sweepy
McMurderbot
The motor commands for the wepaon are offloaded to an uno R3
*/

//Includes
#include <SPI.h>
#include <WiFiNINA.h>
#include "roombaDefines.h"
#include "arduino_secrets.h"
#include <Arduino.h>
#include <Adafruit_NeoPixel.h>

//defines pins
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#define Weapon_Dir_Pin

2 //HIGH == CW LOW == CCW

#define WeaponOn

3

#define rampRate

12

#define delayMinPin
#define dir_CW

13
HIGH

#define dir_CCW

LOW

//defines message numerics
#define pAutomation

1

#define pCCW

2

#define pMode

3

#define pCW

4

#define pLB

6

#define pRB

7

#define pMove

9

///////please enter your sensitive data in the Secret tab/arduino_secrets.h
char ssid[] = SECRETS_SSID;
char pass[] = SECRETS_PASS;
WEP)

// your network SSID (name)
// your network password (use for WPA, or use as key for

//Variables
int status = WL_IDLE_STATUS;
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static int myDelay = 1000;
int NUMPIXELS = 16; // Popular NeoPixel ring size [8,12,16,24]

static bool spinCW = false;
static bool spinCCW = false;

//Declare the server
WiFiServer server(23);
WiFiClient client;

//Function prototypes
void ConnectToClient(void);
void printWifiStatus(void);

Adafruit_NeoPixel pixels(NUMPIXELS, LED_Ringpin, NEO_GRB + NEO_KHZ800);

//SETUP
//Does a lot of stuff, but here is the gist (or is it jist?) It receives commands from the Joystick and
//processes them to do stuff and things, but mostly things.

void setup() {

//Initialize USB serial and wait for port to open:
Serial.begin(9600);
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pixels.begin(); // INITIALIZE NeoPixel pixels object (REQUIRED)

colorWipe(pixels.Color(255, 0, 0), 50); // Red
colorWipe(pixels.Color( 0, 255, 0), 50); // Green
colorWipe(pixels.Color( 0, 0, 255), 50); // Blue
LEDclear(); // Set all pixel colors to 'off'

//Declare pin modes
pinMode(ddPin, OUTPUT);

// pin 8

pinMode(Weapon_Dir_Pin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(WeaponOn,OUTPUT);

// pin 2
// pin 3

pinMode(AutoR3,OUTPUT);

// pin 4

pinMode(LED_Ringpin, OUTPUT );

// pin 5

pinMode(WeAreImperial, OUTPUT );

// pin 6

pinMode(Relay, OUTPUT);

// pin 7

pinMode(rampRate, OUTPUT);

// pin 12

pinMode(delayMinPin, OUTPUT);

// pin 13

//make sure weapon is off and Relay is open at start
digitalWrite(WeaponOn, LOW);
digitalWrite(Relay, LOW);
digitalWrite(AutoR3, LOW);

// HIGH closes relay
// A not pressed

digitalWrite(WeAreImperial, LOW); // false for imperial, true for we are the champions
// check for the WiFi module:
if (WiFi.status() == WL_NO_MODULE) {
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Serial.println("Communication with WiFi module failed!");
// don't continue
while (true);//infinite loop to stop the program from running
}

String fv = WiFi.firmwareVersion();
if (fv < WIFI_FIRMWARE_LATEST_VERSION) {
Serial.println("Please upgrade the firmware");
}

// attempt to connect to WiFi network:
while (status != WL_CONNECTED) {
Serial.print("Attempting to connect to SSID: ");
Serial.println(ssid);
// Connect to WPA/WPA2 network. Change this line if using open or WEP network:
status = WiFi.begin(ssid, pass);
for(int i = 0;i<=10;i++){
colorWipe(pixels.Color(75, 57, 75), 50);
LEDset(NUMPIXELS,'m'); // (#[8,12,16,24] of LEDs, Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c')
Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p'))
// wait 15 seconds for connection:
delay(1000);
}
}

// start the server
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server.begin();
// you're connected now, so print out the status
printWifiStatus();

//color change to show status
colorWipe(pixels.Color( 32, 128, 75), 50); //puke colored
LEDset(NUMPIXELS,'g'); // (#[8,12,16,24] of LEDs, Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c')
Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p') green('g')

} // end setup

void loop() {

//if a client is not connected then connect
while(!client.connected()){
//this doesn't ever get called from here that I am aware of...
//even if the client resets
ConnectToClient();
}

//variable declaration
uint8_t intCommand = 0;
int bytesOnPort;

//These are all used in M case, but initialize here because memory is more
//plentiful than cpu cycles
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char message[10];
int left = 0;
int right = 0;

// how many bytes on port?
bytesOnPort = client.available(); //this many

//If there is information on the serial port enter here....if you DARE!!!!
if (bytesOnPort > 0) {

//get the LED color red portion
uint32_t color = pixels.getPixelColor(1); // Returns the Red component of a 32-bit color//
read the bytes incoming from the client:

//read command on port
intCommand = client.read();

if(intCommand == pMove){ // received move command

//read 10 bytes of character data containing movement directions
client.readBytes(message,9);
sscanf(message,"%d %d",&left,&right);
driveWheels(left,right);

} //end M
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if(intCommand == pAutomation){
playMusic = digitalRead(AutoR3);
//Automation death march
LEDclear();
if (playMusic == LOW){
rainbow(10);

// Flowing rainbow cycle along the whole pixels

digitalWrite(WeAreImperial,LOW); // Imperial March
digitalWrite(AutoR3,HIGH);

// Start music

}
else
{
digitalWrite(WeAreImperial,LOW); // Imperial March
digitalWrite(AutoR3,LOW);

// Start music

}

// a
} // end "A"
else if(intCommand == pCCW){ //CCW Spin or Stop

//weapon CWW
//only allow the command to proceed if nothing is currently spinning
if((spinCW == false)&&(spinCCW == false)){
//Spin CCW direction
digitalWrite(Weapon_Dir_Pin,dir_CCW); //Chooses direction as CCW
digitalWrite(WeaponOn,HIGH);
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//this prevents the Joystick from issuing a CW spin when already going CCW to
prevent damage
spinCCW = true;

}else if(spinCCW == true){

//Stop weapon spin and reset
digitalWrite(WeaponOn,LOW);
spinCCW = false;
}
}//end B
else if(intCommand == pMode){ //C button. ramp rate
digitalWrite(rampRate, HIGH);
delay(100);
digitalWrite(rampRate, LOW);

}//end C
else if(intCommand == pCW){ //increases Minimum Delay
digitalWrite(WeaponOn,HIGH);
spinCW = false;

}//end D
else if(intCommand == pRB){ //shut off roomba, in Passive mode
//RB
LEDclear();
digitalWrite(AutoR3, LOW);

// No Music
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digitalWrite(WeAreImperial, LOW); // false for imperial, true for we are the champions
powerOff();

}//end RB
else if (intCommand == pLB){
//This command initiates communication with Sweepy. It must be the first command.
Serial1.begin(115200); //115200 //19200
delay(2000);
wakeUp();
startFull();
Serial.println("LB");
digitalWrite(AutoR3, LOW);

// No Music

digitalWrite(WeAreImperial, LOW); // false for imperial, true for we are the champions
//Change LED ring to RED -- that means DANGER WILL ROBINSON DANGER
colorWipe(pixels.Color(0, 255, 0), 50);
colorWipe(pixels.Color(0, 0, 255), 50);
LEDset(NUMPIXELS,'r'); // (#[8,12,16,24] of LEDs, Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c')
Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p'))
}//end LB
}//bytes on port
}// end loop

void printWifiStatus() {
// print the SSID of the network you're attached to:
Serial.print("SSID: ");
Serial.println(WiFi.SSID());
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byte mac[6];

// print your board's IP address:
IPAddress ip = WiFi.localIP();
Serial.print("IP Address: ");
Serial.println(ip);

// print the received signal strength:
long rssi = WiFi.RSSI();
Serial.print("signal strength (RSSI):");
Serial.print(rssi);
Serial.println(" dBm");
//print mac address
WiFi.macAddress(mac);
Serial.print("MAC: ");
Serial.print(mac[5],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[4],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[3],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[2],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[1],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
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Serial.println(mac[0],HEX);
}

//this connect to the client Joystick
void ConnectToClient(void){
Serial.println("Attempting to connect");
colorWipe(pixels.Color(255, 0, 175), 100);
LEDset(NUMPIXELS,'y'); // (#[8,12,16,24] of LEDs, Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c')
Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p'))

//Check for client via bytes on port
client = server.available();

//when the client sends the first byte, say hello:
if (client > 0) {
// clear out the input buffer:
client.flush();
Serial.println("We have a new client");
client.println("Hello, client!");

//color wipe to get users attention
colorWipe(pixels.Color(100, 100, 100), 75);
colorWipe(pixels.Color(200, 200, 200), 25);
//set to pink to indicate the Roomba is ready to receive the initialize command
LEDset(NUMPIXELS,'p'); // (#[8,12,16,24] of LEDs, Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c')
Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p'))
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Serial1.begin(115200); //115200 //19200
delay(2000);
wakeUp();
startFull();
Serial.println("LB");
//Change LED ring to RED -- that means DANGER WILL ROBINSON DANGER
colorWipe(pixels.Color(0, 255, 0), 50);
colorWipe(pixels.Color(0, 0, 255), 50);
LEDset(NUMPIXELS,'r'); // (#[8,12,16,24] of LEDs, Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c')
Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p'))
}
}

LEDs.ino

void LEDset(int NUMPIXELS,char ColorSel)
{ // can be Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c') Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p')
switch (ColorSel)
{
case 'r': // Red
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(255,0,0));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}
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break;
case 'l': //Lime
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(0,255,0));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
case 'b': //Blue
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(0,0,255));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
case 'c': //Cyan
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(0,255,255));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
case 'm': // Magenta
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(255,0,255));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
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case 'y': //Yellow
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(255,255,0));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
case 'w': //White
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(230,230,230));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
case 'p': //Pink
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(231,84,128));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
default:
case 'g': //Green
for(int i=0; i<NUMPIXELS; i++) {
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.Color(0,128,0));
pixels.show(); // Send the updated pixel colors to the hardware.
//delay(DELAYVAL); // Pause before next pass through loop
}break;
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pixels.clear(); // Set all pixel colors to 'off'
Serial.println("Invalid color selected, can be Red('r') Lime('l') Blue('b') Cyan('c')
Magenta('m') Yellow('y') White('w') Pink('p')");
break;
} // end switch case

} // end LEDset

void LEDclear(void)
{
pixels.clear(); // Set all pixel colors to 'off'
pixels.show(); // Set all pixel colors to 'off'
};

uint8_t Red(uint32_t color)
{
return (color >> 16) & 0xFF;
}

// Returns the Green component of a 32-bit color
uint8_t Green(uint32_t color)
{
return (color >> 8) & 0xFF;
}

// Returns the Blue component of a 32-bit color
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uint8_t Blue(uint32_t color)
{
return color & 0xFF;
}

// NEOPIXEL BEST PRACTICES for most reliable operation:
// - Add 1000 uF CAPACITOR between NeoPixel pixels's + and - connections.
// Fill pixels pixels one after another with a color. pixels is NOT cleared
// first; anything there will be covered pixel by pixel. Pass in color
// (as a single 'packed' 32-bit value, which you can get by calling
// pixels.Color(red, green, blue) as shown in the loop() function above),
// and a delay time (in milliseconds) between pixels.
void colorWipe(uint32_t color, int wait) {
for(int i=0; i<pixels.numPixels(); i++) { // For each pixel in pixels...
pixels.setPixelColor(i, color);
pixels.show();
delay(wait);

// Set pixel's color (in RAM)
// Update pixels to match

// Pause for a moment

}
}

// Theater-marquee-style chasing lights. Pass in a color (32-bit value,
// a la pixels.Color(r,g,b) as mentioned above), and a delay time (in ms)
// between frames.
void theaterChase(uint32_t color, int wait) {
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for(int a=0; a<10; a++) { // Repeat 10 times...
for(int b=0; b<3; b++) { // 'b' counts from 0 to 2...
pixels.clear();

// Set all pixels in RAM to 0 (off)

// 'c' counts up from 'b' to end of pixels in steps of 3...
for(int c=b; c<pixels.numPixels(); c += 3) {
pixels.setPixelColor(c, color); // Set pixel 'c' to value 'color'
}
pixels.show(); // Update pixels with new contents
delay(wait); // Pause for a moment
}
}
}

// Rainbow cycle along whole pixels. Pass delay time (in ms) between frames.
void rainbow(int wait) {
// Hue of first pixel runs 5 complete loops through the color wheel.
// Color wheel has a range of 65536 but it's OK if we roll over, so
// just count from 0 to 5*65536. Adding 256 to firstPixelHue each time
// means we'll make 5*65536/256 = 1280 passes through this outer loop:
for(long firstPixelHue = 0; firstPixelHue < 5*65536; firstPixelHue += 256) {
for(int i=0; i<pixels.numPixels(); i++) { // For each pixel in pixels...
// Offset pixel hue by an amount to make one full revolution of the
// color wheel (range of 65536) along the length of the pixels
// (pixels.numPixels() steps):
int pixelHue = firstPixelHue + (i * 65536L / pixels.numPixels());
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// pixels.ColorHSV() can take 1 or 3 arguments: a hue (0 to 65535) or
// optionally add saturation and value (brightness) (each 0 to 255).
// Here we're using just the single-argument hue variant. The result
// is passed through pixels.gamma32() to provide 'truer' colors
// before assigning to each pixel:
pixels.setPixelColor(i, pixels.gamma32(pixels.ColorHSV(pixelHue)));
}
pixels.show(); // Update pixels with new contents
delay(wait); // Pause for a moment
}
}

// Rainbow-enhanced theater marquee. Pass delay time (in ms) between frames.
void theaterChaseRainbow(int wait) {
int firstPixelHue = 0;

// First pixel starts at red (hue 0)

for(int a=0; a<30; a++) { // Repeat 30 times...
for(int b=0; b<3; b++) { // 'b' counts from 0 to 2...
pixels.clear();

// Set all pixels in RAM to 0 (off)

// 'c' counts up from 'b' to end of pixels in increments of 3...
for(int c=b; c<pixels.numPixels(); c += 3) {
// hue of pixel 'c' is offset by an amount to make one full
// revolution of the color wheel (range 65536) along the length
// of the pixels (pixels.numPixels() steps):
int

hue = firstPixelHue + c * 65536L / pixels.numPixels();

uint32_t color = pixels.gamma32(pixels.ColorHSV(hue)); // hue -> RGB
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pixels.setPixelColor(c, color); // Set pixel 'c' to value 'color'
}
pixels.show();
delay(wait);

// Update pixels with new contents
// Pause for a moment

firstPixelHue += 65536 / 90; // One cycle of color wheel over 90 frames
}
}
}

RoombaFunctions.ino

// wake up the robot
void wakeUp (void)
{
// close relay for 2 seconds, then open
digitalWrite(Relay, HIGH);
delay(1600);
digitalWrite(Relay, LOW);
delay(1000);
}

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------This command gives you complete control over Roomba by putting the OI into Full mode, and
turning off the cliff, wheel-drop and internal charger safety features.*/
void startFull()
{
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Serial1.write(128); //Start
delay(300);
Serial1.write(132); //Full mode
delay(1000);
}

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------------This command powers down Roomba.
Put into passive mode then Clean button
press until off*/
void powerOff(void)
{
start(); // go to passive mode
// close relay for 3.5 seconds, then open
digitalWrite(Relay, HIGH);
delay(3500);
digitalWrite(Relay, LOW);
delay(250);
// Serial1.write(133);
}

//controls drive wheels
void driveWheels(int left, int right)
{
clamp(right, -500, 500);
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clamp(left, -500, 500);
//check idle values and force to zero
Serial1.write(145);
Serial1.write((right) >> 8);
Serial1.write(right);
Serial1.write((left)>> 8);
Serial1.write(left);

}

RoombaDefines.h

#define clamp(value, min, max) (value < min ? min : value > max ? max : value)
#define ON 1
#define OFF 0
#define SD_ChipSelectPin 10
//Motor Drive
#define MAX_SPEED 220 // 70% of top speed ==> 256
#define MIN_SPEED 70
#define N_NOTES 71
#define DELAYVAL 100 // Time (in milliseconds) to pause between pixels
#define Relay 7
#define AutoR3 4

// Pin the send digital signal from WiFi R2 to Uno R3

#define WeAreImperial
#define lowIdleX

6 // false for imperial, true for we are the champions

-100 // Low point of Joystick not being used
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#define highIdleX

100 // High point of Joystick not being used

#define lowIdleY -100 // Low point of Joystick not being used
#define highIdleY 100 // High point of Joystick not being used

bool whatSong = false; // false for imperial, true for we are the champions
int motorSpeed = 100;
char command = 0; // variable to store command received from IR or BT remote control
char state = 0;
int tonePin = 9;
int buttonPin = 12;
//int ledPin = 13;
int ddPin = 8; //device detect
int RelayPin = 7; //Pin to control the relay. Closing this is same as pressing Clean button
int notes = 8;
// Which pin on the Arduino is connected to the NeoPixels?
int LED_Ringpin = 5;
uint8_t vRed, vGreen, vBlue;
bool debrisLED;
bool spotLED;
bool dockLED;
bool warningLED;
byte color;
byte intensity;
char digit1;
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char digit2;
char digit3;
char digit4;
char ColorSel;
bool playMusic = false;

// false for no music, true will play

void wakeUp (void);
void startSafe();
void startFull();
void start(void);
void stop(void);
void powerOff(void);
void playSound (int num);
void drive(int velocity, int radius);
void driveWheels(int right, int left);
void LEDset(int NUMPIXELS,char ColorSel);
void LEDclear(void);
uint8_t Red(uint32_t color);
uint8_t Green(uint32_t color);
uint8_t Blue(uint32_t color);
/// Requests that a stream of sensor data packets be sent by the Roomba.
/// See the Open Interface manual for details on the resutting data.
/// The packets will be sent every 15ms.
/// You can use pollSensors() to receive sensor data streams.
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/// Create only. No equivalent on Roomba.
/// See the Open Interface maual for more details and limitations.
/// \param[in] packetIDs Array specifying sensor packet IDs from Roomba::Sensor to be sent.
/// \param[in] len Number of IDs in packetIDs
// void stream(int len,int packetIDs);
void stream();

/// Pause or resume a stream of sensor data packets previously requested by stream()
/// Create only. No equivalent on Roomba.
/// \param[in] command One of Roomba::StreamCommand
// An argument of 0 stops the stream without clearing the list of requested packets. An
argument of 1
//starts the stream using the list of packets last requested.
void streamCommand(int command);

//blocking sensor functions - these will request data and wait until a response is recieved, then
return the response

WeaponMotor.ino

#include "arduino-timer.h"
#include "SpeakerDefines.h"

#include <SPI.h>

// include Arduino SPI library

#include <SD.h>

// include Arduino SD library
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#include "TMRpcm.h" // include TMRpcm library

void changeDelay();
void playMusicNOW(bool whatSong,bool playMusic);
void printDirectory(File dir, int numTabs);
TMRpcm audio;

File root;
int MIN_DELAY = 104;
int MAX_DELAY = 800;
int myDelay = MAX_DELAY;
bool blnRunning = false;
bool playMusic = false;

// false for no music, true will play

bool whatSong = false; // false for imperial, true for we are the champions
int DecreaseAmount = 5;

Timer<1,millis> timer;

void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
//audio.stopPlayback();
//Input pins
pinMode(AutoR3,INPUT);
pinMode(WeAreImperial,INPUT);

// pin 4
// pin 5
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pinMode(Weapon_Dir_Pin, INPUT);
pinMode(WeaponOn,INPUT);

// pin 6
// pin 7

//Output pins
pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);

// pin 3

pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);

// pin 2

pinMode(tonePin, OUTPUT );

// pin 9

timer.every(100, changeDelay); //every x milliseconds call function

// Audio code
Serial.print("Initializing SD card...");
if (!SD.begin()) {
Serial.println("failed!");
while(true); // stay here.
}
Serial.println("OK!");
audio.speakerPin = tonePin; // set speaker output to pin 9
root = SD.open("/");

// open SD card main root

printDirectory(root, 0); // print all files names and sizes
audio.setVolume(6);
audio.quality(0);

// 0 to 7. Set volume level

// Set 1 for 2x oversampling Set 0 for normal

}

void loop() {
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blnRunning = digitalRead(WeaponOn);
playMusic = digitalRead(AutoR3);
whatSong = digitalRead(WeAreImperial);

if(playMusic == HIGH){ // A was pressed, play Imperial March
playMusicNOW(whatSong,playMusic);
}
else if ((audio.isPlaying())&&(playMusic==LOW)){
Serial.println("Stop");
audio.disable(); //disables the timer on output pin and stops the music
root.rewindDirectory(); // go to start of the folder
}

if(blnRunning == HIGH){
//Serial.print("RUNNING with myDelay = "); Serial.println(myDelay);
digitalWrite(stepPin,HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(myDelay);
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(myDelay);
}else{
myDelay = MAX_DELAY;
}
timer.tick();
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} // end main loop

void changeDelay(){

if(myDelay > MIN_DELAY){
myDelay = myDelay - DecreaseAmount;

}
} // end changeDelay

void playMusicNOW(bool whatSong,bool playMusic){
if (!audio.isPlaying() ) {
// no audio file is playing
File entry = root.openNextFile(); // open next file
if ((entry.name()!= "Imperial_March.wav")&&(whatSong == LOW)){
File entry = root.openNextFile(); // open next file
}
if (! entry) {
// no more files
root.rewindDirectory(); // go to start of the folder
return;
}
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uint8_t nameSize = String(entry.name()).length(); // get file name size
String str1 = String(entry.name()).substring( nameSize - 4 ); // save the last 4
characters (file extension)

if ( str1.equalsIgnoreCase(".wav") ) {
// the opened file has '.wav' extension
audio.play( entry.name() );

// play the audio file

Serial.print("Playing file: ");
Serial.println( entry.name() );
playMusic=LOW;
}
else {
// not '.wav' format file
entry.close();
return;
}
}// end audio playing
}

void printDirectory(File dir, int numTabs) {
while (true) {
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File entry = dir.openNextFile();
if (! entry) {
// no more files
break;
}
for (uint8_t i = 0; i < numTabs; i++) {
Serial.print('\t');
}
Serial.print(entry.name());
if (entry.isDirectory()) {
Serial.println("/");
printDirectory(entry, numTabs + 1);
} else {
// files have sizes, directories do not
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.println(entry.size(), DEC);
}
entry.close();
}
} // end printDirectory

SpeakerDefines.ino
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#include "arduino-timer.h"
#include "SpeakerDefines.h"

#include <SPI.h>

// include Arduino SPI library

#include <SD.h>

// include Arduino SD library

#include "TMRpcm.h" // include TMRpcm library

void changeDelay();
void playMusicNOW(bool whatSong,bool playMusic);
void printDirectory(File dir, int numTabs);
TMRpcm audio;

File root;
int MIN_DELAY = 104;
int MAX_DELAY = 800;
int myDelay = MAX_DELAY;
bool blnRunning = false;
bool playMusic = false;

// false for no music, true will play

bool whatSong = false; // false for imperial, true for we are the champions
int DecreaseAmount = 5;

Timer<1,millis> timer;

void setup() {
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Serial.begin(9600);
//audio.stopPlayback();
//Input pins
pinMode(AutoR3,INPUT);

// pin 4

pinMode(WeAreImperial,INPUT);

// pin 5

pinMode(Weapon_Dir_Pin, INPUT);
pinMode(WeaponOn,INPUT);

// pin 6
// pin 7

//Output pins
pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);

// pin 3

pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);

// pin 2

pinMode(tonePin, OUTPUT );

// pin 9

timer.every(100, changeDelay); //every x milliseconds call function

// Audio code
Serial.print("Initializing SD card...");
if (!SD.begin()) {
Serial.println("failed!");
while(true); // stay here.
}
Serial.println("OK!");
audio.speakerPin = tonePin; // set speaker output to pin 9
root = SD.open("/");

// open SD card main root

printDirectory(root, 0); // print all files names and sizes
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audio.setVolume(6);
audio.quality(0);

// 0 to 7. Set volume level

// Set 1 for 2x oversampling Set 0 for normal

}

void loop() {
blnRunning = digitalRead(WeaponOn);
playMusic = digitalRead(AutoR3);
whatSong = digitalRead(WeAreImperial);

if(playMusic == HIGH){ // A was pressed, play Imperial March
playMusicNOW(whatSong,playMusic);
}
else if ((audio.isPlaying())&&(playMusic==LOW)){
Serial.println("Stop");
audio.disable(); //disables the timer on output pin and stops the music
root.rewindDirectory(); // go to start of the folder
}

if(blnRunning == HIGH){
//Serial.print("RUNNING with myDelay = "); Serial.println(myDelay);
digitalWrite(stepPin,HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(myDelay);
digitalWrite(stepPin,LOW);
delayMicroseconds(myDelay);
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}else{
myDelay = MAX_DELAY;
}
timer.tick();

} // end main loop

void changeDelay(){

if(myDelay > MIN_DELAY){
myDelay = myDelay - DecreaseAmount;

}
} // end changeDelay

void playMusicNOW(bool whatSong,bool playMusic){
if (!audio.isPlaying() ) {
// no audio file is playing
File entry = root.openNextFile(); // open next file
if ((entry.name()!= "Imperial_March.wav")&&(whatSong == LOW)){
File entry = root.openNextFile(); // open next file
}
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if (! entry) {
// no more files
root.rewindDirectory(); // go to start of the folder
return;
}

uint8_t nameSize = String(entry.name()).length(); // get file name size
String str1 = String(entry.name()).substring( nameSize - 4 ); // save the last 4
characters (file extension)

if ( str1.equalsIgnoreCase(".wav") ) {
// the opened file has '.wav' extension
audio.play( entry.name() );

// play the audio file

Serial.print("Playing file: ");
Serial.println( entry.name() );
playMusic=LOW;
}
else {
// not '.wav' format file
entry.close();
return;
}
}// end audio playing
}
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void printDirectory(File dir, int numTabs) {
while (true) {

File entry = dir.openNextFile();
if (! entry) {
// no more files
break;
}
for (uint8_t i = 0; i < numTabs; i++) {
Serial.print('\t');
}
Serial.print(entry.name());
if (entry.isDirectory()) {
Serial.println("/");
printDirectory(entry, numTabs + 1);
} else {
// files have sizes, directories do not
Serial.print("\t\t");
Serial.println(entry.size(), DEC);
}
entry.close();
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}
} // end printDirectory

Sweepy_Joystcik.ino

/* A small portion of this code was taken from a sketch by Kyle Fieldus
Written by Tim Gomez and Tanner Bailey
This program connects to a specific router SSID. Then it connects to a local server
board on Sweepy McMurderbot. Then it processes the inputs from the arduino shield
Joystick
and sends commands to Sweepy based on the Joystick input
*/
#include <SPI.h>
#include <WiFiNINA.h>
#include "arduino_secrets.h"

//Button pin values
#define A_button

2

#define C_button

4

#define D_button

5

#define B_button

3
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#define LB_button 7
#define RB_button 6
#define joystick_button 8
#define kLED

13

#define ConnLED

12

// Joystick analog reading is affected by orientation/movement of Joystick Shield
#define lowIdleX -200 // Low point of Joystick not being used
#define highIdleX 200 // High point of Joystick not being used
#define lowIdleY -200 // Low point of Joystick not being used
#define highIdleY 200 // High point of Joystick not being used
#define Wheel_Max

500

///////please enter your sensitive data in the Secret tab/arduino_secrets.h
char ssid[] = SECRET_SSID;
char pass[] = SECRET_PASS;

// your network SSID (name)
// your network password (use for WPA, or use as key

for WEP)

int status = WL_IDLE_STATUS;

//hard coded IP address of server board on Roomba
char server[] = "192.168.1.35";

// name address for Google (using DNS)

//This is the client to the server board
WiFiClient client;
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//define button command values to send to server
const uint8_t btnA = 1;
const uint8_t btnB = 2;
const uint8_t btnC = 3;
const uint8_t btnD = 4;
const uint8_t btnLB = 6;
const uint8_t btnRB = 7;
const uint8_t btnM = 9;

int joystick_axis_x = A0;
int joystick_axis_y = A1;
int buttons[] = {A_button, B_button, C_button, D_button, RB_button, LB_button,
joystick_button};

//prototype functions
void calcMotorSpeed(int Y, int X, int &left, int &right);

static inline int8_t sign(int val) {
if (val < 0) return -1;
return 1;
}

//Setup for arduino
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void setup() {
//Set mode for pins
pinMode(kLED,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(kLED,LOW);
digitalWrite(ConnLED,LOW);
for (int i; i < 7; i++)
{
pinMode(buttons[i], INPUT);
digitalWrite(buttons[i], HIGH);
}

//Initialize serial and wait for port to open:
Serial.begin(9600);
while (!Serial) {
; // wait for serial port to connect. Needed for native USB port only
}

// check for the WiFi module:
if (WiFi.status() == WL_NO_MODULE){
Serial.println("Communication with WiFi module failed!");
// don't continue
while (true);//infinite while to stop program from running
}
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//make sure the firmware is up to date
String fv = WiFi.firmwareVersion();
if (fv < WIFI_FIRMWARE_LATEST_VERSION) {
Serial.println("Please upgrade the firmware!");
}

// attempt to connect to WiFi network
while (status != WL_CONNECTED) {
Serial.print("Attempting to connect to SSID: ");
Serial.println(ssid);
// Connect to WPA/WPA2 network. Change this line if using open or WEP network:
status = WiFi.begin(ssid, pass);

// wait 10 seconds for connection:
delay(10000);
}
Serial.println("Connected to WiFi");
printWifiStatus();

Serial.println("\n\r\rStarting connection to server...");
// make sure the client is connected to the server
if (client.connect(server, 23)) {
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Serial.println("connected to server");
}
digitalWrite(ConnLED,HIGH);
} // end setup

//Main loop for arduino
void loop() {

//Initialize variables
int ValA, ValB, ValC, ValD, ValLB, ValRB, ValJ, ValX, ValY;
bool blnStop = false;
static int preY = 0, preX = 0;
static bool blnC = false;
static bool blnA = false;
static bool blnF = false;
static bool blnWeapon = false;
static bool blnRB = false;
char message[10];

//read buttons twice to reduce button jitter
for(int i = 1;i<=2;i++){
ValA = digitalRead(A_button);
ValB = digitalRead(B_button);
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ValC = digitalRead(C_button);
ValD = digitalRead(D_button);
ValLB = digitalRead(LB_button);
ValRB = digitalRead(RB_button);
ValJ = digitalRead(joystick_button);
}

// if there are incoming bytes available
// from the server, read them and print them:
while (client.available()) {
char c = client.read();
Serial.write(c);
}

// if the server's disconnected, stop the client
if (!client.connected()) {
Serial.println("disconnecting from server.");
digitalWrite(ConnLED,LOW);
client.stop();
delay(1000);
//recall setup to reconnect to server
setup();
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}

//check if A was pressed
//Only allow one button press before needing to manuall reset via the Joystick button
if ((ValA == 0)&&(blnA == false)) {

client.write(btnA);
blnA = true;
//status indicator led
digitalWrite(kLED,HIGH);
}
else if ((ValB == 0)&&(blnWeapon == false)) {

//write the command
client.write(btnB);
blnWeapon = true;
//status LED
digitalWrite(kLED,HIGH);
}
else if ((ValC == 0)&&(blnC == false)) {

client.write(btnC);
blnC = true;
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digitalWrite(kLED,HIGH);
}
else if ((ValD == 0)&&(blnWeapon == false)) {

client.write(btnD);
blnWeapon = true;
//status indicator light
digitalWrite(kLED,HIGH);
}
else if ((ValLB == 0)&&(blnF == false)){

client.write(btnLB);
blnF = true;
//status indicator led
digitalWrite(kLED,HIGH);
}
else if ((ValRB == 0)&&(blnRB == false)) {

client.write(btnRB);
blnRB = true;
digitalWrite(kLED,HIGH);
}
else if (ValJ == 0) {
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//when Joystick button is pressed it resets all one time buttons
//
blnC = false;
blnA = false;
blnF = false;
blnWeapon = false;
blnRB = false;
//status led reset
digitalWrite(kLED,LOW);
//send to server board a stop command
//this is used for manual handshake purposes and in case the roomba misses a stop
//command during a battle
client.write(btnM);
sprintf(message,"%+.3d %+.3d",0,0);
client.write(message);
}

//analog read with values mapped to -500 through 500
ValX = map(analogRead(joystick_axis_x), 0, 1023, -500, 500); // in mm
ValY = map(analogRead(joystick_axis_y), 0, 1023, -500, 500);

//check idle values and force to zero
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if((ValX > lowIdleX)&&(ValX < highIdleX)){
ValX = 0;
}
if((ValY > lowIdleY)&&(ValY < highIdleY)){
ValY = 0;
}
if(ValX >= Wheel_Max - 10){
ValX = Wheel_Max;
}
if(ValY >= Wheel_Max - 10){
ValY = Wheel_Max;
}

//check if value has changed and only send command if it has
if((ValX != preX)||(ValY != preY)){
int left, right;
calcMotorSpeed(ValY, ValX, left, right);
sprintf(message,"%+.3d %+.3d",left,right);
//Serial.println(message);
client.write(btnM);
client.write(message);

}
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//set previous values for checking in next loop
preX = ValX;
preY = ValY;
delay(50);

}
void printWifiStatus() {
// print the SSID of the network you're attached to:
Serial.print("SSID: ");
Serial.println(WiFi.SSID());

// print your board's IP address:
IPAddress ip = WiFi.localIP();
Serial.print("IP Address: ");
Serial.println(ip);
byte mac[6];
// print the received signal strength:
long rssi = WiFi.RSSI();
Serial.print("signal strength (RSSI):");
Serial.print(rssi);
Serial.println(" dBm");
//print the boards mac address
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WiFi.macAddress(mac);
Serial.print("MAC: ");
Serial.print(mac[5],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[4],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[3],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[2],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(mac[1],HEX);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.println(mac[0],HEX);
}
void calcMotorSpeed(int Y, int X, int &left, int &right){
//Serial.print("Y: ");Serial.println(Y);
//Serial.print("X: ");Serial.println(X);
//ALL left or right
if((Y == 0)&&(X == 500)){
left = +500;
right = -250;
}else if((Y == 0)&&(X == -500)){
left = -250;
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right = +500;
}
else if(X == 0){
right = +Y;
left = +Y;
}
//Diagonal Cases
else if(((X == 500)&&(Y == 500))||((X == -500)&&(Y == 500))||((X == 500)&&(Y
== -500))||((X == -500)&&(Y == -500))){
if(X == 500){
right = Y/2;
left = Y;
}
if(X == -500){
right =Y;
left = Y/2;
}
}
// partial cases where X&Y != 0 and != (+/-) 500
else{
if(X > 0){
right = Y/(Wheel_Max/X);
left = Wheel_Max*sign(Y);
}else if(X<0){
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left = Y/(Wheel_Max/X);
right = Wheel_Max*sign(Y);
}else{
//this case means X == 0 and should have been covered in a previous case
right = Wheel_Max*sign(Y);
left = Wheel_Max*sign(Y);
}
}
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APPENDIX N: ABET OUTCOME 2, DESIGN FACTOR CONSIDERATIONS
ABET Outcome 2 states "An ability to apply engineering design to produce solutions that
meet specified needs with consideration of public health safety, and welfare, as well as
global, cultural, social, environmental, and economic factors."
ABET also requires that design projects reference appropriate professional standards,
such as IEEE, ATSM, etc.
For each of the factors in Table N.1, indicate the page number(s) of your report where the
item is addressed, or provide a statement regarding why the factor is not applicable for
this project.

Table N.1, Design Factors Considered
Design Factor

Page number, or reason not applicable

Public health safety, and welfare

13

Global

14, 17, 21, 22, 23, 30, 31

Cultural

3

Social

21

Environmental

2, 8, 10, 13

Economic

2, 8, 10, 13

Professional Standards

13, 14, 19, 20, 21
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